BENEFITS:

- Change kegs without wasting beer as froth resulting in more profit from every keg!
- Prevent the buildup of CO2/N2 in the beer lines, full beer lines inhibit the growth of bacteria.
- Benefit from self sealing vent valve and no wearing parts means a longer useful life.
- Lifetime product replacement warranty.

There is no need to purge a beer line that is protected with a Core Components FOB Detector when tapping a new keg. A Core Components FOB Detector will pay for itself in approximately 6 to 12 kegs by eliminating the foam that sends your profits down the drain.

Which FOB is best for your application?

**FEX02** barbed FOB is the standard base FOB with barbed fittings. This particular model can be ordered with a sensor to be fitted to the base. This gives the flexibility to use it in an automated system. The sensor will send a signal to external attachments such as alarms. It can also be used to switch on/off beer pumps assuring the beer pump will not run “dry” and creating foam and potentially destroying pumps.

**FEX08** FOB is the standard base FOB with threaded inlet and outlet ports.

**FEX15** FOB is designed to connect to beer pumps for high flow situations.

**FEX Hybrid** FOB is economically designed with stainless steel components and light weight acrylic sight glass.